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• Clifford algebra in the geometric representation – vacuum wavefunction and geometric quantization

• wavefunction interactions – the geometric product

• the ‘geometric S-matrix’

• physical manifestation – coupling constant and electromagnetic quantization

• the ‘electromagnetic S-matrix’

this talk

• quantized impedance networks of wavefunction interactions – the connection to physical reality

• examples – H atom, unstable particle spectrum, Planck length, cosmology, chiral anomaly,…

• massless neutrino oscillation and the muon collider

next talk

Naturalness begets Naturalness: An Emergent Definition

Naturalness Revisited: not Spacetime, Spacephase

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1034469/

DPF annual meeting

youtube link to dry run 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1bNkXmfUq8

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335240613_Naturalness_begets_Naturalness_An_Emergent_Definition
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335976209_Naturalness_Revisited_Spacetime_Spacephase
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1034469/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q1bNkXmfUq8


Extending two component QED Dirac Spinors:

Eight component vacuum wavefunctions

in the geometric representation of Clifford algebra 

Peter Cameron
Michigan/MIT/Brookhaven (retired)

Clifford’s intent was an algebra of geometric objects. He called it ‘Geometric Algebra’ (1878, DoD 1879)

GA lost the math war with vector algebra (true in 3D only) of Heaviside and Gibbs (~1900 )

Absent GA, the natural language of GR, Einstein adopted the calculational artifice of ‘curved space’ (1917)

‘’       ‘’     ‘’       ‘’            ‘’         ‘’  QM, Dirac discovered the unintuitive matrix representation (1928)

GA rediscovered and extended by Hestenes, Cambridge group, many others (1965 onwards)

FSU Emeritus

1969-1984

“Geometric Algebra is the universal language for mathematical physics”



http://geocalc.clas.asu.edu/pdf/SpacetimePhysics.pdf

1966 20152003

Division Algebras - add, subtract, multiply, divide

• division is essential for invertibility (… topology, singularities, dark matter, T-duality, …) 

• there exist only four division algebras – real, complex, quaternion, and octonion

• these are Clifford algebras, more familiar in Pauli and Dirac matrix representations

• Pauli matrices are basis vectors of 3D space in GA 

• Dirac matrices  “      “           “       “  4D spacetime 

• eight-component 3D Pauli algebra is minimally and maximally complete

• the ‘natural’ vacuum wavefunction of quantum mechanics – the same at all scales

Hurwitz 

theorem

http://geocalc.clas.asu.edu/pdf/SpacetimePhysics.pdf
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• wavefunction interactions – the geometric product
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• physical manifestation – coupling constant 
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• origin of inertial mass

• The next talk – massless neutrino oscillations
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… unstable particle lifetimes, branching ratio calculations, dark matter, 

dark energy, big bang/bounce, inflation, quantum interpretations…
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Three assumptions – geometry, fields, and ‘mass gap’

The Theoretical Minimum

geometric 

quantization

electromagnetic 

quantization

geometric 

Clifford product

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60z_hpEAtD8

metric = mass gap = me

no free parameters

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60z_hpEAtD8
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The 2002 Oersted Medal 

was awarded to David Hestenes 

by the American Physical Society for 

“Reforming the mathematical 

language of physics”

Taken together, the four superheavies comprise a minimally complete 

2D Clifford algebra – one scalar, two vectors, and one bivector

Given two vector bosons W and Z, the product WZ changes grades. In the product  WZ = W.Z + W^Z, 

two grade 1 vector bosons transform to grade 0 scalar boson and grade 2 bivector fermion WZ = Higgs + top

sum mode mZ + mW = mtop

difference mode mZ - mW = mbottomonium

no Higgs here?

spin 1spin 1/2spin 0spin 0

dynamic susy!
fermions to bosons

bosons to fermions

“Geometric Algebra is the universal language for mathematical physics”

https://aapt.scitation.org/doi/10.1119/1.1522700


the geometric S-matrix

blue background = even dimensions = eigenmodes  ~ flavor

yellow background = odd dimensions = transition modes  ~ color
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physical manifestation – coupling constant 

electric charge

magnetic charge

magnetic flux quantum

large electric flux quantum

(photon)

small electric flux quantum

(electron)

Bohr magneton

large EDM

small EDM



Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves
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S-matrix of Dirac’s QED, extended to the full eight-component vacuum wavefunction in the geometric 

representation of Clifford algebra. Symbols (triangle, diamond,…) correspond to following slides.



Quantum Impedance Matching to Gravitational Waves
QED 2 body – fundamental

SR 3 body – emergent

.511 MeV ‘mass gap’ requires

massless n oscillation.

No match at Bohr radius
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oscillation
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‘classical’ Compton Bohr

topological inversion
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